LIVE! Pittsburgh Casino in Greensburg, PA hired Dobil Laboratories
Inc. to plan and implement custom installations for audio and video
systems within the brand new, Western Pennsylvania casino.
Learn More: www.Dobil.com

LIVE! Casino Pittsburgh
DOBIL - CASE STUDY
Dobil was responsible for programming and
installing building-wide Crestron Control,
ZeeVee video distribution, and QSC
Q-Sys audio systems within the new LIVE!
Pittsburgh Casino in Greensburg, PA.

About Us

The Video Breakdown

Dobil Laboratories, Inc. custom designs
and installs large screen graphic projection,
sound reinforcement, and sophisticated,
easy-to-use integrated control systems. Our
elite team of Crestron Certified programmers
designs unique AV solutions for your space.

Dobil was responsible for controlling the Analog
Way Multi-Window Videowall processor as
well as the Analog Way Picture All processor,
providing a multi-windowing capability in
order to display 16 different sporting events,
simulraneously, on both the large video wall as
well as the video ribbon.

On November 13, 2020, Dobil completed a
multi-million dollar project for LIVE! Casino
Pittsburgh, installing audio and video to
fully equip the new casino for opening day.
$2.3 Million Project
100,000 Sq Ft Space
The new 100,000-square-foot, two-level
facility features 750 slot machines and
about 30 table games, as well as the
FanDuel Sportsbook. Live! Casino will
feature nationally recognized restaurants and live entertainment venues.

Two DJ Booths setup with Pioneer Elite DJ
Controllers and a New Tek Tricaster controlling
three Sony PTZ HD Cameras also recide within
the high-tech casino.
Throughout Live! Casino Pittsburgh’s main,
front-of-house areas, all video and audio
devices can be controlled by any one of the
23 Crestron Touch Panel controllers installed.
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Video Displays
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52

Signage Displays and
Players Installed

Challenge
When LIVE! Casino Pittsburgh decided
to open within a large 100,000 foot
space inside of the Westmoreland
Mall, they needed to find a company
who could meet all of their needs in
both the audio and the video realm.
With such a large space, limited time,
and a vast array of technology needed, they were in search of someone
who could create an amazing, modern
atmosphere and do it well.

Solution
With Dobil offering specialized services for a large list of audio and video
systems, the decision was made by
LIVE! Casino Pitttsburgh. Dobil would
be installing the media and technology
within the brand new casino.

Dobil was responsible for programming and
controlling 112 zones of audio and a total of
396 high-quality Martin and QSC speakers in
the front of house areas.
There are a total of 8 wireless microphones
installed and used throughout the facility.
One live entertainment stage setup, located in the Sports and Social Bar included a
complete stage package for live music performance.
“It was very exciting to work
with the Cordish Company
and the Coherent Design
Group on bringing their Audio Visual system’s vision
to life throughout all of the
different spaces within Live!
Pittsburgh!”

Jeff Penz

Account Executive, Dobil
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The Feedback

“The Dobil team was a pleasure to work with
on this project. They were consistently on
the heels of construction and managed their
schedule very well. Dobil’s engineering team
was very proactive in finding efficiencies and
better ways to handle the functions of the
property. Even post-contract, they are very
responsive and give us the feeling that they
truly care about our property.”
- Ryan Dewey, LIVE! Casino Pittsburgh Director
of Audio Visual
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